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The year of 2020 was a bit unusual. In the beginning, old members of UFMG Student                

Chapter thought most of our applications would come, as ordinarily, from events in             
Universities, lectures and mini-courses that our organization has always offered. Despite all            
the chaos that this pandemic and the economic situation generated, it really amazes us the fact                
that we were able to keep some key activities and manage some good results in the process of                  
recruitment. 

Our task-force to gather people around the same goal (Nashville, here we come) was,              
as it’s been forced, 100% online. New times demand resilience and creativity, and we’ve              
used several images, videos, texts and other kinds of files to get where we wanted. 

 
● We love social media posts. Throughout the recruitment process, we’ve shared a lot             

of important and interesting information about the steel industry, AISTech and, of            
course, about ourselves. Our Instagram profile is our main communication vehicle, in            
which we post quizzes and interactive questions to catch other students’ attention. 

● As you can observe in the submitted video, we really enjoy creating those as well. Not                
only have our online courses been a way to gather some money, we’ve also used them                
as an important channel to spread our brand. Lots of interested students and their              
subsequent applications came because they liked our technical content and wanted to            
know more about us. We teach how to use powerful tools, such as MS Excel and                
Power BI. 

● Networking is everything. Even in these complicated times, we managed to reach a             
very large number of possible candidates, using WhatsApp (in Brazil, it’s really            
mandatory to have it downloaded). Our Marketing team created an image and a brief              
text for disclosure, and our students made the magic. All kinds of people, knowledge              
areas, life experiences! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Follow us on Instagram! At @ufmgstudentchapter, we post quizzes: “Where is located the             
bridge which inspires our logo?”. The correct answer was Pittsburgh, the Steel City. 
We also used our account to talk about the open registrations for our 2021 team! 
 

 
 
 
 



 
The picture above was taken during one of our video creations. Always very fun to               
participate in a group! 
 
 
As we said, a handful of courses are also ministered 100% online. We have some spoilers                
here: 

 
 



 


